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What is personalization?  
How have we done it?
Tasks and materials
Suggested apps

We want to share 



What personalizes 
the tasks? 



ACTIVITY: The student 
has done this

OWNERSHIP: The 
student owns or uses 
this item or wants to 
do so

PLACE: the student has 
lived in this place

EXPERIENCE: The 
student lived through 
or experienced this
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What personalizes the mathematics? 

FAMILY: A family 
member is connected 
to this 



Hair products
Their Hometown
Cars
Careers 

DATA Students are Interested In
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Personally Authentic Bivariate Data

Introduction to Functions, Polynomial 
Functions

• Google 

Cost of Purchasing Desired Item

Exponential and Logarithmic Equations

• Amazon

• Carmax

A House the Student Selects

Quadratic Equations

• Find Lot Size

Piecewise Defined Functions

• Zillow 

(Students must be 18 years 

of age to use phone app)

Approaches, Tasks and Suggested Apps
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Find Lot Size

Use from the web browser or as a 
phone app. 

Measure anything that you can look 
at on the map!

Potential to use for multiple 
activities.



Screen Shots

Opening Phone 
Screen Shot

After searching 
for an address

The red markers 
are placed by 
clicks. Distance is 
shown at the top. 



EXPERIENCES AND SUGGESTIONS
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Do students really get what it takes to be 
a function?

Introduction to Functions 
Project
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How To
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https://www.boxofficemojo.com/monthly/?view=releasedat
e&chart=bymonth&month=2&view=releasedate
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https://www.boxofficemojo.com/monthly/?view=releasedate&chart=bymonth&month=2&view=releasedate
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Some Examples
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15
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Points of Confusion

• Mix up definition of function and 1-1 ness
• Think to be a function there should be a 

pattern to the data
• Think variables need to have a meaningful 

relationship in order to be a function
• Don’t realize it matters which variable is   

the independent variable and which is      
the dependent one
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Pretest
18



Pretest
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Posttest
20



Do students understand the connections 
between polynomial functions and their 
graphs?

Polynomial Functions Project
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How To : Add Trend Line
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How To : Display Equation
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How To : Choose Function Type
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How To : Adjust Degree
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How To : Adjust Degree
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How To : Adjust Degree
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How To : Adjust Degree
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Reporting Mathematical Features
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Reflecting on Data and Graph

30
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Prompting Further Reflection

Usability of the Function
1. In the table on the spreadsheet, add a column to the right of the y-column. In this 

column, have the spreadsheet calculate function values based upon your 
equation.

2. Select and enter an x-value that is higher than any you have in your table.  
a. x = 150
b. What does that represent in context? 
 150 miles per gallon on the highway

3. What y values does the equation give you? 
o For 150 miles per gallon, the equation gives me a cost of $679,717.00 for the 

car. 
4. Does that value make sense? 

o Not really, I can’t picture anyone paying that much for a car. 
5. Do you think that polynomial functions provide good mathematical models? 

o At least 3 sentences. (answers may vary)
31



Rate of Inflation
Activity
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Overview
Students will learn the ideas of the exponential 
functions with the application to the rate of 
inflation and price change of a product over time.

Performance Outcomes: Students Will
 Find the current rate of inflation on the internet.
 Set up an exponential function modeling 

inflation of a product over time.
 Calculate the inflated price in the future.
 Solve the exponential model for time.
 Find the time it takes to reach a future price.
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Teacher Notes
• This activity may be done in class or as a homework 

activity.
• Students can work in groups or pairs on the task but 

each student will select their own product.

Materials
• Teacher: Laptop and Projector
• Students: Access to the Internet 
• Paper and Pencil
• Handout: Rate of Inflation

Prerequisites
• Basic Understanding of Exponential and 

Logarithmic Functions
• Solving Exponential Equations
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( )Solve 148 4 1.07 x=

Opening Example

( )37 1.07 x=

1.07log 37 x=

log37
log1.07

x=

53.37 x≈
35



Do students understand exponential and 
logarithmic functions and equations?

Rate of Inflation Project
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PRE AND POST-TEST SCORES
STUDENTS WHO COMPLETED ALL 4 TASKS
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DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCES COMPLETING 
THE ASSIGNMENTS.
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DESCRIBE YOUR EXPERIENCES COMPLETING 
THE ASSIGNMENTS.



QUESTIONS? 
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Taking a Trip! 
	
Overview:	You	will	plan	a	road	trip	using	Google	Maps	and	consider	how	changes	in	your	
trip	will	affect	your	time	on	the	road.		
	
Procedure	(show	work,	explanations,	and	units):		

1.) Choose	your	road	trip	
a. Starting	city	and	state:			 	 	 	 __________________________	

b. Finishing	city	and	state:		 	 	 	 __________________________	

2.) Enter	the	trip	in	Google	Maps	and	record:		
a. The	time	it	will	take	in	hours	and	minutes:		 	 T	=	___________________	

	
	
	

																																																																																															Converted	to	hours	T	=	___________________	
	

b. The	distance	you	will	travel	in	miles:		 	 	 D	=	____________	
c. Your	average	speed	for	the	trip:	

	
	
	
	

	
R	=	__________		

	
3.) At	that	average	speed,	if	you	want	to	add	a	100	mile	side	trip	to	your	journey,	how	

much	longer	will	that	take?	Find	the	answer	in	hours	and	minutes	(or	just	minutes	if	
it	is	less	than	one	hour.)		

	
	
	
	
	

4.) Now	go	back	to	your	original	trip	described	in	number	2.	If	you	want	to	add	a	50	
mile	side	trip,	without	losing	any	time,	can	you	do	so	without	increasing	your	
average	speed	by	more	than	5	miles	per	hour?	Take	a	guess	and	then	perform	the	
calculation	to	find	out.		

	
		

		
	



Rate of Inflation 
TEACHER NOTES	

	 1	

Overview 
Students will learn the ideas of the exponential functions with the application to 
the rate of inflation and price change of a product over time. 

Performance Outcomes: Students Will            

Prerequisites 
• Basic Understanding of Exponential and Logarithmic Functions 
• Solving Exponential Equations   

 

Materials 
• Teacher: Laptop and Projector 
• Students: Access to the Internet  
• Paper and Pencil 
• Handout: Rate of Inflation 

	

SPECIAL PREPARATION 
For an opening example, teachers should find the price of a product 
important to them. Teacher personalization can support student 
personalization.  

	

§ Find the current rate of inflation on the internet. 
§ Set up an exponential function modeling inflation of a product over time. 
§ Calculate the inflated price in the future. 
§ Solve the exponential model for time. 
§ Find the time it takes to reach a future price. 



Rate of Inflation 
TEACHER NOTES	
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TOTAL TIME – 40 MINUTES 
• Launch:     10 minutes 
• Cooperative groups/pairs  15 minutes  
• Summarize    5 minutes 
• Follow-up     10 minutes 

	

TEACHER NOTES 

	

• This activity may be done in class outlined here or just as a homework 
activity.  

• A 3-minute video has been prepared to accompany this activity at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rL2-fRnK82Q&t=115s. It is designed 
to follow the video created for the introduction to functions activity, 
which can be found at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY9wJmyh1ek&t=30s. It discusses 
the origin of the rate of inflation formula, shows how to use the formula, 
and launches the idea of why we might want to solve for t. It does not 
show how to solve for t. You may show it in class and discuss it as part of 
the launch (add 5-10 minutes), have students watch it before class, or 
have students watch it as part of their homework assignment.  

• Encourage students to choose a product that does not lose value over 
time. 

• Teachers may need to limit the time in determining the product or 
researching the price of the product. 

• Students tend to confuse the proper use of the rate of inflation, for 
example if the rate were 3.2% they might use (1.32) for the base instead 
of 1.032.  

• Students may have difficulty solving for t. Refer them to the opening 
example as a model.  



Rate of Inflation 
TEACHER NOTES	
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IN CLASS PROCEDURE (40 MINUTES) 

LAUNCH (10 MIN): Whole group discussion 
Remind	students	how	to	solve	an	exponential	equation.	Share	this	example	
for	them	to	try.	

148 = 4(1.07)*					

				37 = (1.07)*					

			log0.12 37 = 𝑥					

		log 37/ log 1.07 = 𝑥	

𝑥	 ≈ 53.37	

Circulate	and	observe	their	work.	Choose	a	student	to	present	the	problem.		

Pass	out	the	Rate	of	Inflation	activity	and	describe	the	goal	of	the	activity	
and	what	they	will	be	doing.		Share	the	product	you	chose	and	what	your	
question	about	it	might	be.		

Show	the	website	for	the	current	rate	of	inflation.		

EXPLORE (25 MIN): Cooperative group or pairs exploration 
Students	work	in	groups	or	pairs	on	the	task.			

Have	them	each	select	a	product	to	examine	and	look	up	the	price	on	the	
internet.	Each	student	will	select	their	own	object,	but	they	will	work	
together	on	the	assignment.		

They	will	set	up	an	exponential	model	to	answer	the	questions.	

Circulate	and	observe	their	work.	Select	someone	to	present	at	the	end	of	
class.		

Teacher	questions:		

		



Rate of Inflation 
TEACHER NOTES	

	 4	

SUMMARIZE (5 MIN): Whole group discussion 
Ask	a	student	or	group	to	share	their	work	with	the	class.		

Teacher	questions:		

EXTENSIONS AND MODIFICATIONS 
For	students	who	are	not	challenged	enough	by	the	lesson:	They	can	guess	the	price	20	
years	from	now	looking	at	the	result	of	problem	4	and	compare	the	guess	and	the	actual	
value	computed	by	the	exponential	function.		

For	students	with	special	needs:	Some	students	may	need	additional	help	or	time.	The	
activity	can	be	given	as	homework	if	they	need	additional	time.	

	

	

	

	



Introduction to Functions TEACHER NOTES 
	

Objective:  
Students will find bivariate data related to a topic of interest to them. They will 
graph that data using technology and determine whether or not it represents a 
functional relationship. They will produce a report that shows their graphed 
data and describes their reasoning.  

Performance Outcomes: Students Will 
§ Find bivariate data related to a topic of interest	
§ Enter or import that data into Excel, Desmos, or Geogebra and graph it 

electronically. 	
§ Use that graph as the main feature of a report that follows the format 

shown in the handout “introduction to functions report.” This includes 
referencing their source, properly labeling their graph, and describing 
whether or not it's a function using the mathematical definition. 	

Prerequisites 
§ The definition of a function	
§ The representation of a functional relationship using tables, mappings, 

and graphs 	
§ Graphing on the xy-plane	

Materials 
§ Computer or phone with internet access to a web browser	
§ Computer access to Microsoft Excel	
§ Video link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY9wJmyh1ek	

	 	



Introduction to Functions TEACHER NOTES 
	
Suggested use 

Homework Day 1:  
Materials Handout: Introduction to Functions 

Assignment 
for students:  

Watch the video “Introduction to Functions” at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oY9wJmyh1ek 

Read the instructions for the Introduction to Functions Report 

Find the data you would like to use as described in the handout. 

Bring your data to the next class session (handwritten or 
electronic file). 

	

During the next class session (Day 2) 
Materials 
and 
setting 

 Handout: Introduction to functions 

Setting: Computer lab with internet access or all students with laptops 
and internet access 

Individual 
student 
work 

20 
minutes 

Technology Use: Graphing To Scatterplot  

Students will follow the technology instructions on the Introduction to 
Functions handout and graph their data.  

Circulate and help as needed. Some students may still be finding data to 
use.  

§ Can’t decide what to do: 
o Question them about their interests, particularly the four 

suggested areas: places they’ve lived, things they own, 
activities they do, things they’ve experienced. Encourage 
them to do a search on one of those topics using the 
words “numerical data”  

§ Trouble finding quantitative data:  
o Help them think about such things as sales and production 

or statistics. For example, a student that liked to eat fruit 
looked at fruit production.  

§ Deciding appropriate input value:  
o If they are having trouble with this, suggest the use of 

time as the input. Most topics can be related in some way 
to time. Rankings are appropriate to use and can be 
commonly found as well.  

Whole 
group 

5 
minutes 

Close down lab and final reminders:  

“Don’t forget to save your file. You’ll be using it for later activities.”  

 



	

Introduction	to	functions	report	basic	instructions	 1	

INTRODUCTIONS	TO	FUNCTIONS	REPORT		
ASSIGNMENT	1:	ONE-PAGE	REPORT	DESCRIBING	PROPERTIES	OF	DATA	
You	will	use	your	data	to	create	a	one-page	report	containing	the	elements	shown	in	figure	1.	It	need	not	look	
just	like	this,	but	all	of	the	elements	indicated	in	red,	must	be	including	with	your	graph.		

		
Figure	1:	Sample	report.	Your	report	needs	to	include	a	header	with	name	title	and	source,	scatterplot	header	
and	axis	labels,	and	a	description	of	whether	or	not	the	data	has	the	properties	of	a	function,	with	reasons.		

SAVE	YOUR	WORK	FOR	LATER	ASSIGNMENTS	
You	will	be	continuing	to	look	at	your	data	throughout	the	semester,	so	save	the	technology	file	you	create	for	
this	assignment.		

TIPS	FOR	FINDING	DATA	
• You	will	need	bivariate	data,	that	is,	you	will	need	“two	sets	of	related	data”	as	described	at	

http://www.mathsisfun.com/data/univariate-bivariate.html.		
• Think	of	something	you	would	like	to	research.	Do	research	to	find	your	numerical	data.		



	

Introduction	to	functions	report	basic	instructions	 2	

a. Choose	a	topic	that	relates	to	one	of	the	following:		
i. A	place	you’ve	lived	
ii. A	product	you	own	
iii. Something	you	actively	participate	in	
iv. Something	you’ve	personally	experienced	(illness,	challenges,	trips,	family	

circumstances,	advantages,	type	of	school	you’ve	attended,	etc.)	
b. Use	the	words	“numerical	data”	in	any	Internet	search	that	you	do.	
c. Find	at	least	8	pairs	of	numbers.		
d. Handwrite	your	data	into	a	table	or	download	a	table	of	your	data.	

	

MICROSOFT	EXCEL	INSTRUCTIONS:	CREATING	A	SCATTERPLOT	OF	REAL-
LIFE	DATA	

CREATE	A	TABLE	OF	YOUR	DATA	
• Create	a	table	of	your	data	with	appropriate	headings.		

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

Figure	2:	Two	columns	of	data.		

GRAPH	THE	SELECTED	DATA	USING	THE	SOFTWARE		
Select	the	data	by	clicking	in	the	center	of	the	top	left	cell	and	dragging	across	the	
table	data.	The	cells	will	change	color	(Figure	3)	

To	create	the	scatterplot,	go	to	Charts	menu,	find	the	scatter	plots	and	choose	
“marked	scatter.”			

Use	the	chart	layout	menu	to	add	gridlines,	a	chart	title,	and	axis	titles	to	your	
graph	

																																																																																																																																									

	

										Figure	3:	The	two	data	columns	selected.	



	

Introduction	to	functions	report	basic	instructions	 3	

CREATE	YOUR	ONE-PAGE	REPORT	
Title	header	tools	in	Excel	may	be	found	in	either	the	layout	or	insert	menu.	Look	for	the	header	and	footer	
menu.	Choose	“customize	header”	and	“customize	footer”	to	create	the	type	of	header	and	footer	shown	in	the	
sample.		NOTE:	You	may	only	be	able	to	see	what	these	look	like	on	your	document	from	the	print	menu	in	
print	preview.		

Be	sure	to	put	all	information	in	these	headers	and	footers	so	your	report	looks	like	the	sample	at	the	
beginning	of	this	handout.	This	should	only	be	a	one-page	report!	You	will	be	using	the	Microsoft	Excel	file	for	
a	more	extensive	report	later.		

	

	

	

NOTE:	If	there	is	not	enough	room	in	the	footer	for	you	to	put	your	thoughts,	you	may	paste	your	graph	into	a	
Microsoft	Word	document	and	type	your	thoughts	 in	below	the	graph.	Be	sure	to	also	 include	your	header	
items	in	the	Microsoft	Word	document	header.		

	



Personally Authentic College Algebra Topics and Tasks  
 

Unit Objective Description  
Equations and 
Inequalities 

Students solve quadratic 
equations.  

Students use the website or app Find Lot Size 
(www.findlotsize.com) to find and measure the size 
of their favorite house. They then consider adding 
a wrap-around porch to the house and solve a 
quadratic equation to find out if their porch will fit 
and be usable.  

Students solve problems 
involving distance, rate, 
and time.  

Students will select a place they are personally 
connected to, use Google Maps to find information 
about the distance between their current location 
and their chosen destination. They consider 
variations in the trip, such as adding another 
destination, and use the relationship between 
distance rate and time to answer questions.  

Functions Students recognize a 
mathematical function 
that is represented using 
multiple mathematical 
representation and real-
world examples.  

Students find bivariate data related to a personally 
authentic topic, graphed it using technology, and 
described whether or not the data was an example 
of a functional relationship.  

 Students evaluate, graph, 
and write equations for 
piecewise defined 
functions.  

Students use Zillow to find information about the 
price of a house with personal connections. They 
find a price for each of six months and create a 
piecewise defined function graph and equation to 
model this data. The x values are the days of the 
year.  

Polynomial 
Functions 

Students connect 
characteristics of 
polynomial equations with 
their graphs and recognize 
the fitness or lack of 
fitness of polynomial 
equations as models.  

Students use the electronic file created for the first 
functions activity and add a polynomial function 
trendline that models that data. They turn in a 
report, based upon a provided template, in which 
they describe why they chose that data, answer 
mathematical questions about their work, and 
describe what they learned.  

Exponential 
and 
Logarithmic 
Functions 

Students solve exponential 
equations, find the inverse 
of an exponential function, 
and use exponential and 
logarithmic functions to 
answer real-life questions.  

Students are given the equation for the impact of 
inflation on price. They find the price of something 
that interested them, create an equation for the 
future price of that item and determine future 
prices. They then reverse the equation, (that is, 
find the inverse), and find out how long it will take 
for the item to reach a price they choose at that 
rate of inflation.  

 
For more information, contact Dr. Lauretta Garrett at lgarrett@tuskegee.edu  



  The Value of your Favorite House!  

Page 1 of 2 
 

Task: To collect data on the price of a house over a period of time and graph the data and graph the 
price for 6 months of the year.  

The house you select should have a special significance to you (say, 
because you have lived in it for long periods, you’ve seen it somewhere 
and you’d like to own it one day, etc.)  

Materials: Internet access and graph paper. 

Step A. Find the price information about the house.  

a) Go to www.zillow.com and find information about the price of your favorite house.  
a. On Zillow.com, click on “Zestimate” and enter the address of the house you are 

passionate about. Click “Continue” 
b. Click “I’m not the Owner”. 
c. Scroll down to “Zestimate History and Details”. You will see a graph that gives the 

estimated price of your favorite house. Select “1 year” or “5 years” or “10 years”.  
d. Study the graph. As you pass the cursor over it, you will see a line move giving the 

estimate of the house that you have selected for a particular month. 

Step B. Describe the mathematical properties of the graph 

Question 1. Does this graph represent a function? If so, why? If not, why not? 

______________________________________________________________________________    
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 2. What is the domain of this graph? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 3. What the range of the graph? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Now let’s move on. 

Step C. Select 6 months in a given year for which you will examine the price of the house. Make sure 
they are not all consecutive. Use the graph to examine the price of the house during those months.  

Question 4. For the selected months, as you move the cursor over the graph by making very tiny 
shifts to the right and to the left what do you notice about the price of your favorite house (in 
terms of price change)? 

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 



  The Value of your Favorite House!  

Page 2 of 2 
 

Ok, great. Let’s proceed.  

Step D. For the months that you have selected, on one side of 
your graph paper, write a table, like this one, showing the prices 

of your house as estimated 
by Zillow.  

 

 

 

Step E. Knowing the number of days that each month has, write each month that you selected in terms 
of cumulative days passed in the year when the month starts and when the month ends, as shown.  

Question 5. Graph the 
second and third column 
data from your table. 
What axis is days passed 
in the year and what axis 
is the price?  

 

_X-Axis:____________________________________________________ 

_Y-Axis:_____________________________________________________ 

Question 6. How would you write the function f that is represented by 
this graph in f(x) notation?  

 

 

Question 7. What is the domain of your function f? What does the domain represent in this 
context?  

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Question 8. What is the range of the function f? What does the range represent in this context? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 Question 9. How many “pieces” does your graph consist of? 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Month Value of House 

January $179,354 

March $184,002 
… … 

Month 
Cumulative 

Number of Days 
Passed in the Year 

Value of House 

January 1 to 31 $179,354 

March 60 to 90 $184,002 
…  … 



Teacher Notes: Piecewise Defined Function Graphs 
 
Use an Authentic situation do introduce piece-wise functionsi 

Example 
• Tyler is saving money so that he can purchase a basketball uniform 
§ One Friday afternoon, right after getting his weekly allowance, Tyler puts some of 

the allowance into his piggy bank and counts the savings so far 
§ Tyler has $2.00 that Friday (including the amount he just added) and he will add 

$0.50 to his savings every Friday afternoon from then on 
§ Question: Draw a graph showing accumulated savings versus time elapsed for Tyler 

for a five-week period (assuming that he adds his savings to his piggy bank each 
Friday and does not spend any of the saved money) 

Students are grouped in clusters and provided with grid paper and markers. 
• Some student attempts: 

  

• Majority of clusters provide either a scatter plot, or a straight line solution. 
• Although these attempts do not totally reflect the scenario, students engaged in dialogues 

that produced something to work with.   

After some in class discussions, students became aware that several flat lines will more 
accurately represent the scenario: 

  
Observations: 
• All students were engaged and 
asked questions: Active Learning 
• Each cluster proposed some 
solution, even though not completely 
correct. However, each cluster correctly 
revised the graph in their 2nd attempt 
after in-class discussions.  

 
Suggested Facilitating Questions for In 

Class discussion 
 

• What does your x-axis represent? (number of weeks)  
• What does 0.5 represent on your x-axis? (the middle of the week) 



• Is there money in the bank in the middle of the week? (yes) How much? (the same amount as 
the beginning of the week). How can you show that on the graph? (by having my graph be 
constant during that section of the x-axis).  

• What happens when you get to a new week? (He has put money in at the end of the old week. It 
will be deposited the next Monday by the bank and his balance will go up to the next amount.) 

Writing the function 
  

𝒇(𝒙) =

⎩
⎪
⎨

⎪
⎧
2																					𝑖𝑓	0 ≤ 𝑥 < 1
2.5															𝑖𝑓	1 ≤ 𝑥 < 2
3																			𝑖𝑓	2 ≤ 𝑥 < 3
3.5															𝑖𝑓	3 ≤ 𝑥 < 4
4																		𝑖𝑓	4 ≤ 𝑥 < 5

 

 
Each line represents a section of the graph.  
 
Piecewise Defined Functions Authentic Activity: Your Favorite House 
 
Be sensitive regarding students who may never have lived in a house or whose family may 
never have owned a house. To make it more personal, you can suggest that they consider a 
neighborhood in their hometown where they would like to live.  
 
Examining the Zillow graph  
 
Since there is only one price per month, it will be a function. Remind students to look at only 
one line if there are multiple lines.  
 
Suggested facilitating questions for examining the Zillow Graph 

• What is a function?  
• How do you know whether or not a graph represents a function?  
• How can you use that information in this case?  
• What makes you think it’s not a function?  

Determining the Domain of the Zillow Graph 
 
The domain will be the time period over which the prices are given, first date to last date, 
inclusive.  
 
Note: Some of them may want to say something like “all real numbers” if they are thinking of 
the graph as continuing left and right, but encourage them to give the domain for the portion of 
the graph that they can see.  
 
Suggested Facilitating Questions for determining the domain 



• What is the domain of a function?  
• What is the input for the function in this case?  
• What is the earliest date shown? The latest? How do those values help you determine 

the domain?  
 
Determining the Range of the Zillow Graph 
 
The range will be all prices between the lowest and highest price shown, inclusive.  
 
Suggested Facilitating Questions for determining the range 

• What is the range of a function?  
• What is the output for the function in this case?  
• How can you tell from the graph what the highest and lowest prices of the house are?  

 
Observing the Behavior of the Graph 
 
The students should see the price in the upper left of the graph change as they move the cursor 
along the graph. Among the observations they can make are whether the price is rising or 
falling and how quickly or slowly that is happening.  
 
Creating the Tables and Graph 
 
Make sure the data makes sense and that months are not consecutive. Students may need help 
with providing the proper numbers for the days of the year.  
 
The graph can be shown as line segments for each month rather than discrete points as we are 
using an average price for that month.  
 
Writing the Function 
 
Students may need to bridge from using the names of the months to using the numbers for 
those months. Using the names of the months first may help students to better understand 
piecewise defined function notation.  
 
Questions 7-9 
Should be consistent with table values and graph.  
 
 
 
 
 

iThis section by Dr. Mohammed Qazi 
                                                        



Name:		 	 Course	Section:		
	

Polynomial Function Report  

Summary 
	
Write	a	paragraph	here	(at	least	5	sentences)	about	why	you	chose	the	data	you	did,	
where	you	found	the	data,	and	what	you	hoped	to	learn	or	see	when	you	examined	
the	data.		
	
	

Fuel Efficiency and Automobile Price 
	

1	
	
	
	
	
	

																																																								
1	Paste	your	graph	here.	Instructions	provided	separately	in	the	file	“Polynomial	
functions	technology	instructions.”		

y	=	0.0308x4 - 9.4692x3 +	1033.1x2 - 46374x	+	757117
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Name:		 	 Course	Section:		
	

Mathematical	Features	of	the	function2:		
1. Degree:	4	
2. Leading	coefficient:	0.0308	
3. End	behavior:		

a. Based	upon	the	equation:	Both	ends	rise,	since	the	leading	
coefficient	is	positive	and	the	degree	is	even.		

b. Based	upon	the	graph:	I	can’t	see	the	right	end	rising	yet,	but	if	more	
of	the	graph	were	there,	it	would	rise.		

4. Y-intercept:	f(0)	=	757,117		
5. Number	of	turning	points:		

a. Based	upon	the	equation:	up	to	3,	since	the	degree	is	4.		
b. Based	upon	the	graph:	I	see	two	turning	points	at	about	(45,	25,000)	

and	at	about	(85,	75,000).	If	the	graph	would	rise	to	the	right,	that	
would	be	the	third	turning	point	at	about	(110,	58,000).		
	

Usability	of	the	Function	
6. In	the	table	on	the	spreadsheet,	add	a	column	to	the	right	of	the	y-column.	In	

this	column,	have	the	spreadsheet	calculate	function	values	based	upon	your	
equation.	

7. Select	and	enter	an	x-value	that	is	higher	than	any	you	have	in	your	table.			
a. x	=	150	
b. What	does	that	represent	in	context?		

§ 150	miles	per	gallon	on	the	highway	
8. What	y	values	does	the	equation	give	you?		

o For	150	miles	per	gallon,	the	equation	gives	me	a	cost	of	$679,717.00	
for	the	car.		

9. Does	that	value	make	sense?		
o Not	really,	I	can’t	picture	anyone	paying	that	much	for	a	car.		

10. Do	you	think	that	polynomial	functions	provide	good	mathematical	models?		
o At	least	3	sentences.	(answers	may	vary)	
	
			

	
	
	

																																																								
2	Answer	the	questions	based	upon	your	data.	This	is	just	an	example.		



Polynomial Functions 
  
TEACHER NOTES	
	

This is an out of class homework assignment.  
Students are expected to have a basic knowledge of the technology so 
that they can follow the instructions given.  
 
You may also want to allow students to turn it in for comment prior to 
their final submission so you can see the issues that are arising and 
address them either individually or in class.  
 
The tutorial center can be informed so they can help also.  

Objective:  
Students will find a polynomial function that closely fits their bivariate 
data from the introduction to functions activity using technology to 
perform a polynomial regression. They will answer mathematical 
questions about the equation and the graph of the polynomial function.  

Performance Outcomes: Students Will 
§ Find a polynomial function to fit scatter plot data using technology 

polynomial regression tools.	
§ Tell the degree, leading coefficient, and y-intercept of the function 

provided based on the equation.  	
§ Tell the end behavior of the function based upon the equation and 

as seen in the graph. 	
§ Tell the possible number of turning points based upon the 

equation. 	
§ Tell the number of turning points seen in the graph. 	

Prerequisites 
§ The properties of a polynomial function, specifically the 

relationship between the graph and the equation including: 	
o End behavior	
o Number of turning points	
o Y-intercept	

Materials 
§ Computer access to Microsoft Excel, Desmos, or Geogebra	



Polynomial Functions 
  
TEACHER NOTES	
	

§ Handouts: 	
o Polynomial functions assignment: Finding a function for your 

data	
o Polynomial functions assignment: Report template	

§ Students will use this as their “assignment.” They will 
add their graph and answer questions based upon their 
data. 	

Notes:  
	
Make sure that for whatever technology students use, they have sufficient 
decimal places so they know what the coefficients of the equation really 
are if the software says the coefficients are zero.  
 
Part of the fun of this activity is seeing the graph change when the degree 
is raised. Emphasize this when you assign the activity.  
 
Students may have difficulty thinking about what the graph shows versus 
what the equation shows, so this may need some in class discussion.  
 
 

	



	 1	

Polynomial Functions Assignment: Finding a Function for Your Data 

1. Open	your	Introduction	to	Functions	Excel	file.	Your	data	should	be	typed	into	a	
spreadsheet	and	a	marked	scatter	plot	created	for	your	data.		

2. To	find	a	function	for	your	data,	at	your	chart,	find	the	chart	layout	tools.		
a. You	may	find	these	on	some	versions	of	Excel	by	clicking	on	the	plus	sign	at	

the	upper	right	of	your	chart.		
b. On	some	versions	of	Excel	you	may	need	to	go	to	Chart	Design.		

3. At	the	chart	layout	or	chart	design	menu:		
a. Add	a	Trendline	
b. Go	to	Trendline	options	(or	Format)	
c. Display	equation	on	chart	
d. Type	

i. Choose	Polynomial	and	change	the	order	(which	is	the	degree	of	the	
polynomial)	until	the	trendline	comes	close	to	your	data.		

	
Remember,	the	goal	is	to	get	the	line	that	is	graph	(the	actual	trendline;	the	function	graph)	
to	get	as	close	to	your	data	(your	individual	plotted	points)	as	possible!	Watch	the	graph	
change	as	you	change	the	degree	of	the	polynomial	function!		
	
NOTE:	If	one	of	your	coefficients	looks	like	this:	3E+5,	then	you	have	a	large	coefficient	
which	is	being	given	in	scientific	notation.		
	
3E+5	=	3 × 10% = 300,000	
	
	

		



Your Favorite House: Adding a Porch  

Solving Quadratic Equations 	 	 	 1	

Goal: You will solve a quadratic equation to find out how many square feet of wrap-
around porch you can add to your favorite house.  
To Start: Pick a favorite house. It may be a house that someone in your family owns or 
a house in a neighborhood where you would like to live. 
After you've picked your house: Use the website Find Lot Size to measure the length 
and width of the main part of the house and use that to calculate the area.   

• Go to Findlotsize.com.  
 

• In the address field, enter the address of the house and click on “go.”  
 
• In the “Measure lot size” menu at the left, choose “distance.” 
You will see the list shown in Figure 1 appear. We’ll be 
looking at the measurement in feet.  
 
• Using the map menus at lower right, zoom in so you can 
see the top of the house more closely.  
 
• Now, measure the length and width of the main rectangular 
portion of the house.  

a. Click on the map at two corners of the house. See 
Figure 2 for an example. 

b. Record the width in feet in the space below.  
c. Click “clear markers” and repeat for the length. 

 
Length, L = _______________________   
Width, W = _____________________ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Your Favorite House: Adding a Porch  

Solving Quadratic Equations 	 	 	 2	

Figure 2 : Markers appear where you click. The measurement is given at the left. 

 
How many square feet would you like your porch to have?  
Area of porch =  _______________ 
 
Your wrap-around porch will be added to two sides of your house as show in this 
illustration.  

 
Write an equation, using x, to find 
the width of your porch, using this 
idea:  
 
Area with porch – area of just house 
= area of porch 
 
(x +  W)(x + L) – WL = Area of your 
porch 
 
     
8. Solve the equation to find the 
width of your porch.   
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

9. Will the porch be wide enough? Will it fit on the lot? Try a new area and check 
again as needed.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure	3:	We	will	add	area	to	the	house	by	adding	the	same	
amount	to	the	length	and	the	width	of	the	house. 



Rate of Inflation 

 1 

Rate of Inflation Activity 
 
The future price of a product can be predicted using an exponential equation.  
 

𝐹 = 𝐶(1 +
𝑟
100

)* 
 

• 𝐹 is the future price of the product 
• 𝐶 is the current price of the product 
• r is the % annual rate of inflation 
• t is the number of years.  

 
So, if a product costs $14.95 now, the price 5 years from now at annual 4.3% 
rate of inflation will be 
 

F =14.95(1.043)5 ≈ 18.45 
 

Performing this calculation shows that the price in 5 years of an item costing 
$14.95 now will be approximately $18.45 if the annual rate of inflation is 4.3%.  

 
1. Go to 

http://inflationdata.com/inflation/Inflation_Rate/HistoricalInflation.aspx 
or another website and find the current rate of inflation.  

 
Current Rate of Inflation ____________ % 

 
Did you use the most recent or the average of the last 6 months or the 
last 5 years or some other method? Explain how you decided on the rate 
of inflation to use.  

 
 

2. Select a product you would like to buy and do an online search to find its 
current price.  

 
• Product__________________________    

 
• Current Price________________ 

 
• Source_____________________________________ 

 
 

3. Find an equation to predict the future price F of the product you have 
selected using the current rate of inflation for r and the current price of 
your selected product for C.  

 
4. Use your equation to find:  

a. the price 2 years from now 
 
 



Rate of Inflation 

 2 

b. the price 10 years from now 
 
 

5. Imagine a possible future price for the product you have selected. (Just 
take a guess – don’t use the equation to predict a price).  
 

Possible future price of my product  F = ____________________ 
 

6. Determine how long it will take for your product to reach that price at 
that rate of inflation.  (Plug your possible future price in for F in the 
equation you found in number 3 and solve for t.) 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

7. Now take the equation you found in number 3 and solve for t in general.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Use the equation from number 7 to determine how long it will take for 
your product’s price to double at that rate of inflation.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

9. In which situations might you want to use the formula for the future price 
in terms of the time and when might you want the time in terms of the 
future price?  Explain. 



Rubric:	Introduction	to	Functions:	Total	18	Points	
	
On	time:	3	points	
	
Headers	and	Labels:	5	points	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 All	are	present	and	clear	and	as	requested	in	the	document	header	and	

the	graph	is	labeled	correctly.			
4	 One	omission.		
3	 Two	omissions.		
2	 Three	omissions.	
1	 Only	1	axis	labeled	or	one	header	item	is	there.	Minimal	effort	–	most	

headers	omitted.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Graph:	5	points	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	graph	is	the	correct	type	–	a	marked	scatter	plot.	Axes	values	are	

labeled.		
4	 The	graph	is	the	wrong	type	of	scatter	plot,	but	axes	values	are	labeled.		
3	 The	graph	is	another	type,	not	a	scatter	plot,	but	axes	values	are	labeled.		
2	 The	graph	is	a	scatter	plot,	but	the	axes	are	not	labeled.		
1	 The	graph	has	been	attempted,	but	axes	values	are	not	labeled	and	it	is	

the	wrong	type.	
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Description	-	Is	it	a	function?:	5	points	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	question	is	answered	correctly	and	the	description	is	correct	based	

upon	the	definition	of	a	function.		
4	 The	description	is	very	close	to	the	idea	of	a	function,	but	not	specific	

enough.	
3	 Reason	insufficient.	May	describe	in	a	suggestive	way,	but	don't	get	to	

the	point.		
OR		
Say	it's	not	a	function	when	it	is	with	reason	(e.g.	it's	really	not	one	to	
one.)	
OR		
Say	it	is	a	function	when	it’s	not,	with	reason	(e.g.	Miss	observing	a	
matching	x-pair	or	mis-reading	the	vertical	line	test)	

2	 Answer	correctly	(yes	or	no)	but	no	justification	or	reasoning.		
1	 Answer	incorrectly	and	no	reasoning.			
0	 Nothing	Done	
	



Rubric:	Piecewise	defined	functions:	Total	20	Points	
	
On	time:	3	points	
	
Questions	1-4:	Mathematical	properties	of	Zillow	Graph	(Steps	B-C):	3	points	
Points	 Criteria	
3	 Answers	make	sense	based	upon	what	you	would	expect	them	to	see	for	

the	price	of	a	house	(range)	and	the	time	frame	(domain).	Their	reason	
for	it	being	a	function	(or	not)	uses	correct	understanding	of	the	
definition	of	function.		

2	 Most	of	it	makes	sense	but	some	of	it	is	unclear.		
1	 Some	attempt	has	been	made,	but	most	of	it	does	not	make	sense.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Question	5-6:	The	Piecewise	Defined	Function	Graph	and	Equation:	7	points	
Points	 Criteria	
7	 	The	number	of	pieces	is	correct.	The	graph	is	correct	and	may	be	done	

as	discrete	points	for	each	day	or	continuous	segments	for	the	month.	x	
and	y-axis	labels	are	correct.	The	function	equation	is	correct.		

6	 One	or	two	Minor	errors	
5	 Most	correct,	but	more	than	one	or	two	minor	errors.		
4	 Much	of	it	is	correct,	but	something	major	has	been	omitted.		
3	 Some	of	it	is	correct,	but	a	lot	of	it	does	not.		
2	 Some	attempt	showing	some	understanding,	but	most	of	it	is	incorrect.		
1	 Some	minor	attempt	has	been	made,	but	none	of	it	is	correct.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Questions	7-8:	Qualities	of	the	graph	you	created:	7	points		
Points	 Criteria	
7	 The	numerical	values	for	the	domain	and	range	as	well	as	the	verbal	

description	of	what	it	represents	are	both	there.	Domain	numerical	
values	may	be	given	as	in	the	example,	or	in	interval	or	inequality	
notation.	Range	should	be	given	as	discrete	values	representing	each	
piece.	The	value	of	the	house	may	be	given	in	1,000s	as	long	as	it	is	
labeled	as	such.	

6	 One	or	two	Minor	errors	
5	 Most	correct,	but	more	than	one	or	two	minor	errors.		
4	 Much	of	it	is	correct,	but	something	major	has	been	omitted.		
3	 Some	of	it	is	correct,	but	a	lot	of	it	does	not.		
2	 Some	attempt	showing	some	understanding,	but	most	of	it	is	incorrect.		
1	 Some	minor	attempt	has	been	made,	but	none	of	it	is	correct.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	



Rubric:	Rate	of	Inflation:	Total	23	Points	
	
On	time:	3	points	
	
#1-3	Set	up	the	equation:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	equation	accurately	incorporates	the	information	about	the	product	

and	the	current	rate	of	inflation	(ROI).	
	

4	 ROI	is	off	by	more	than	one	percentage	point.	
	

3	 Error	translating	rate	of	inflation	from	percent	to	decimal	form.	
	
For	example,	if	ROI	=	2.3	percent,	use	(2.3)	not	(1.023)		
	

2	 It’s	an	exponential	equation,	but	none	of	the	values	are	correct	for	the	
item	price	and	ROI.		
	

1	 It’s	not	an	exponential	equation	and	the	values	don’t	relate	to	the	item	
and	ROI.		
	

0	 Nothing	Done	
	

	
#4a,b	Find	price	in	2	and	10	years:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 Mathematical	answers	correct,	work	shown	

	
4	 Correct	equations	shown,	calculator	errors		

	
3	 Correct	calculations	with	erroneous	equations	from	numbers	1-3.	Don't	

notice	that	answer	doesn't	make	sense.		
OR	
Multiply	by	coefficient	before	raising	to	exponent.	
	

2	 Incorrect	use	of	the	input	(2	years,	10	years)	or	other	type	of	calculation	
errors.	Answers	incorrect.	Don’t	notice	that	answer	doesn’t	make	sense.		
	

1	 Incorrect	equations	and	incorrect	calculations.	Effort,	but	nothing	is	
correct.		
	

0	 Nothing	Done	
	



	
#5-7	Find	the	Inverse	Equation:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 Mathematical	answers	correct,	work	shown	

	
4	 Minor	errors	only.		

	
Logarithms	used	correctly,	but	errors	in	the	numbers	chosen.		
	

3	 More	than	just	minor	errors.		
	
Use	logarithms,	but	errors	in	the	setup.		
OR	
Multiply	by	coefficient	before	raising	to	exponent.	
	

2	 Attempt	to	solve	and	some	mathematical	understanding	is	shown,	but	
most	of	the	work	is	incorrect.		
	

1	 Attempt	to	solve	but	no	mathematical	understanding	is	shown.		
	

0	 Nothing	Done	
	

	
#8-9	Use	the	Inverse	Equation	to	Predict	Time	until	Price	and	Describe	Use	of	
Formula:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 Mathematical	answers	correct,	work	shown.	Description	of	usage	makes	

sense.		
	

4	 Correct	equation	shown,	calculator	errors.	#8	correct,	description	of	
usage	does	not	make	sense.		
	

3	 Multiply	by	coefficient	before	raising	to	exponent,	but	#9	answer	makes	
sense.	#8	correct	but	nothing	given	for	#9.		
	

2	 Some	work	shown,	and	some	mathematical	understanding,	but	most	of	
the	work	is	incorrect,	but	#9	answer	makes	sense.	Errors	in	#8	and	#9	
not	answered	or	makes	very	little	sense.		
	

1	 Some	work	is	shown,	but	there	is	no	mathematical	understanding.		
	

0	 Nothing	Done	
	



	



Rubric:	Polynomial	Functions	Report:	Total	33	Points	
	
On	time:	3	points	
	
Opening	Paragraph	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 Required	number	of	sentences.	Thoughts	are	clear	and	make	sense	and	

tell	why	the	data	was	selected,	what	the	student	hoped	to	see	or	learn	
and	whether	or	not	they	did.		

4	 Thoughts	clear	but	one	or	two	sentences	short.		
3	 Thoughts	clear	but	only	1-2	sentences		

OR	
Enough	sentences	but	some	thoughts	are	unclear.		

2	 Only	1-2	sentences	and	some	thoughts	are	unclear.		
1	 One	1-2	sentences	and	none	of	it	makes	sense	or	it	doesn’t	provide	the	

information	described.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Formatting	and	Equation:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	headers	are	there,	the	graph	has	a	title,	the	axes	are	labeled,	and	you	

can	see	what	the	equation	is.		
4	 One	omission.		
3	 Two	omissions.		
2	 Three	omissions.	
1	 Only	1	axis	labeled	or	one	header	item	is	there.	Minimal	effort	–	most	

headers	omitted.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Graph:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	graph	is	the	correct	type	and	the	degree	of	the	polynomial	has	been	

raised	to	get	the	trendline	as	close	as	possible	to	the	data	points.			
3	 The	graph	is	of	the	correct	type,	but	the	degree	could	have	been	raised	

farther	to	get	the	trendline	closer	to	the	data	points.	
2	 The	graph	has	been	attempted	but	is	of	the	wrong	type.		
1	 There	is	no	trendline	–	only	the	data	points	are	repeated.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
	
	
	



Degree,	leading	coefficient,	and	end	behavior:	5	points	
	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	information	is	correct	based	upon	the	equation	and	the	description	

of	what	is	seen	on	the	graph	is	accurate.	Graph	description	must	include	
both	ends.	

4	 Incorrect	end	behavior	for	correct	Degree	and	Leading	Coefficient.		
OR		
Correct	end	behavior	based	upon	equation	but	incorrect	description	of	
graph	appearance.	

3	 Incorrect	end	behavior	for	correct	Degree	and	Leading	Coefficient	and	
unclear	description	of	graph	appearance.		
OR		
Incorrect	degree	quality	(say	positive	instead	of	even	or	odd,	e.g.)	and	
conclusion.		
OR		
Incomplete	end	behavior	work	based	upon	equation	-	don't	use	leading	
coefficient	or	other	omissions.	

2	 Incorrect	degree	quality	(even/odd)	and	conclusion	and	incorrect	graph	
description.	

1	 Attempt	but	no	understanding	of	what	is	being	asked.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	
Y	intercept	and	turning	points:	5	points	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	answer	is	correct	based	upon	the	equation.	The	description	of	what	

is	seen	on	the	graph	is	accurate.	
4	 Make	an	error	in	transcribing/listing	the	y-intercept,	but	with	correct	

reasoning.		
OR		
Don't	give	x	values	of	turning	points.		
OR		
Don't	state	the	turning	points	seen	in	the	graph.	
	

3	 Y-intercept	correct,	omit	turning	points.	
OR		
Combination	of	2	of	those	in	the	4	points	criteria		
	

2	 Only	provide	one	of	the	pieces	of	information	requested	correctly.		
1	
	
	

Provide	information,	but	nothing	is	correct.		

0	 Nothing	Done	
	
	



	
	
	
	
Usability	of	the	Function	5	points	
Points	 Criteria	
5	 The	selection	of	x	and	the	calculation	to	get	the	y	value	are	correct.	

The	description	in	context	of	what	that	means	is	correct.	The	
description	of	whether	or	not	it	makes	sense	is	reasonable	and	
connected	to	their	context.	At	least	three	sentences	are	provided	as	to	
whether	or	not	it	will	make	a	good	model.			

4	 One	or	two	omissions	or	errors	
3	 Three	omissions	or	errors	
2	 Most	of	it	is	incorrect	or	only	one	or	two	things	have	been	done.		
1	 Provide	information,	but	nothing	is	correct.		
0	 Nothing	Done	
	



Your Favorite House: Expanding Square Feet  
TEACHER NOTES	
	

Objective:  
Students will solve a quadratic equation that is connected to a real-life 
setting. They will use technology to find the information needed to create 
an equation and solve the problem 

Performance Outcomes: Students Will 
§ Use www.findlotsize.com to find the dimensions of a house of 

interest to them 
§ Find the square footage of the house and decide how much they 

might want to add on 
§ Create a quadratic equation that will answer the question “How 

much to I need to extend two sides of the house to add that many 
square feet?”  

§ Solve the resulting equation 

Prerequisites 
§ Find the area of a rectangle	
§ Solve a quadratic equation	

Materials 
§ Computer or phone with internet access to a web browser	
§ Handout: “Your Favorite House: Expanding Square Feet”	

Suggested Teaching Plan 
In	class	10-15	minutes	 Explain	the	project	to	the	students.	Allow		them	to	choose	their	

desired	house	and	take	down	it’s	measurements.	This	will	allow	
the	teacher	to	supervise	the	selection	of	houses	and	support	
students	in	using	the	Findlotsize	software.		

As	homework	 Students	will	complete	the	remainder	of	the	assignment	based	
upon	their	chosen	house.		
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Technology 

Using Phone Browsers 
 
Students can use their phone browsers to access Findlotsize.com. The 
interface is different than the web version. Once they get to the map, they 
can choose “request, length” and just tap the image to place the markers. 
Then they choose “result” to see the measurement given in different units. 
They can find the length and then back at “request” can choose “clr all” to 
clear all the markers and place new markers to measure the length.  

Application Notes 
 
The application will not give a result if “area” is chosen and only two 
markers are placed. If three markers are placed, it will give the area. 
Make sure students are remembering to choose “distance.”  
 
Students are asked to find the area with a calculation, but the application 
will give the area as well. Students need to show the calculation even if 
they have chosen to check it by using the application’s area feature. 
Finding the area is the basis for the equation they will be solving.  

Student Choices 
	
Students will be choosing a house, finding the length, width and area of 
the main rectangular portion of the house, and imagining how much 
square footage they might want to add on to the house. This requires 
them to 1) choose a house, and then after finding the area 2) choose how 
much they want to add on.  
 

Choosing the house  
 
It can really be any house, but encourage students to choose a house that 
is meaningful to them. It can be one they know, one they’ve visited or 
lived in, one where they would like to live, etc. Some students have not 
lived in a house, but they can imagine buying one in their hometown or a 
place they’d like to live.  
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Choosing how much to add  
	
You may need to help students decide what is a reasonable amount of 
square feet to add to the original house. The parameters are that it has 
to still fit on the lot with a little room to spare. Of course, they will find 
out if they do the problem correctly if it will still fit on the lot, but they 
may get stuck trying to decide what number to choose for number 7.  
 
You might want to have them consider what percent of the original area 
their addition is. For example, adding 200 square feet to a 2000 square 
foot house would be increasing the square footage by 10%.  
 
Note that the exercise calls for the addition to be made only on two sides, 
not all four sides. If a porch were being added on, for example, it would 
only be on the front and left side, let’s say, not around all four sides. 
Students should consider this as they look at the lot size and what they 
might want to add on.  
 
They might want to use the lot area minus the house area to consider 
how much to add on – leaving plenty of lot left of course.  
 
In reality, building regulations in that town will only allow certain things 
to be built. For example, in San Francisco residential areas there is a 
“buildable area of the lot” designated (see http://sf-planning.org/building-
expansionchange-use-%E2%80%93-residential.) The activity just asks if it 
will still fit on the lot. You may want to ask students to look up the 
regulations for that residential area to see if they could, in fact, get 
permission to add that much on to that house.  

Units 
	
The application shows the measurement in several units (meters, feet, 
miles, kilometers, and yards). Feet are used in the activity because this is 
the most common measurement in the United States and the one they 
would use in this real life situation. Remind them to look at the 
measurement in  “feet.” They may end up with decimals, which is fine. 
You may want to extend the problem by adding on unit conversion 
activities (decimal feet amounts to inches, etc.).  
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Mathematics and Extensions 
	
The quadratic equation will result in both a positive and negative answer. 
You may need to discuss with students why they will choose only the 
positive result.  
 
The resulting quadratic equation will likely not be factorable. You may 
wish to have them try both the quadratic equation and completing the 
square as an extension to the problem.  
 
Another type of problem would be to have students consider an L-shaped 
house with the addition made to one of the long sides and one of the 
short ends as shown in Figure 1. A possible set of measurements and 
equation are shown.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1: L-shaped house and potential measurements used to solve find 
the width needed for the extension.  
 
Solution:  

• Area of house: 52x58-22x40=2136 square feet 
• Adding 500 square feet would give us 2636 square feet 
• Equation 2636 = (52+x)(58+x) – (40x(22+x)) 
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Additional Measurements 
 
For number 9, students are expected to consider what they will need to 
know to answer the question and to make the appropriate measurements, 
whatever those may be. They may need to measure the space between 
one side of the house and the edge of the lot, for example. In any event, 
they will still need to use the application at this point.  
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